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Thermal clearance skin blood flow sensor with local skin
temperafure controller
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Abstract: A thermal clearance skin blood flow probe
has been designed. It incorporates two heated elements
- a central copper foil disc ando surrounding it, a ring of
local skin temperature controller. The central disc has
an uncapsulated transistor heater attached to it. The
ring is heated by a coil of copper wire. Both the
transistor and the copper coil serve simultaneously as
sensors of temperature control feedback system. The
ring has an active front sur{ace of the same geometry as
the thermal head of the laser Doppler flowmeter
temperature control unit. It permits measurements at
unified and controlled local skin temperatures. The
central heater of minimum thermal mass has maximum
front conductivity to follow fast changes in blood flow.
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mica membrane (0.03 mm). The aluminium ring copper
coil heater and terminal board integrate into the skin
temperature control part of the probe. It has the same
active front area as the thermal head of LDF temperature
control unit (outer diameter 19 mm and inner diameter 5
mm) but its thickness is reduced to 1.2 mm
.
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INTRODUCTION

The thermal clearance GC) sensors are applied in
various arezu of medical sfudies to record changes of local
blood flow in human tissue t1-41.
Transient thermal methods permit quantitative
evaluation of perfrrsion but need more than two minute
measurement time 13,41. Continuous thermal methods
allow the assessment of rapid changes in skin blood flow
[4]. Several modifications of thermal probes to measure
perfusion from tissue surface are described in [5-8].
In some cases the TC method is useful as an additional
tool to evaluate results obtained by laser Doppler
flowmeters (LDF). To control the regional skin
temperature, which substantially influences skin perfusion
values, the LDF fibre sensors are usually provided with 19

mm diameter thermal heads of local skin

temperature

control units. The thermal clearance probes described in
literature [6] have a long response time and lack in skin
temperature controllers, which complicates an adequate
comparison of results obtained by LDF and TC methods.
This paper presents a description of a thermal
clearance sensor with a built-in skin temperature controller
and having improved frequenry response.
METHOD
The probe illustrated in Figure 1 comprises a central
disc of copper foil surrounded by a aluminium ring being
0.3 mm thick. The central disc of 2 mm diameter and 0.02

mm thickness is heated by means of

uncapsulated

transistor KT332 (0.8 x 0.8 x 0.25 mm) at the back of the
ring. The aluminium ring is heated by a coil of copper

wire of

0.06 mm diameter. The central part of the
assembly is attached to the outer ring by means of a thin

Figure

1.

Schematic dragrarl of the thermal clearance

sensor.

The transistor and the copper coil serye also as sensors
temperature control feedback system. The
temperature can be adjusted by the controller by l'C steps
in the range from 30o to 40'C. When the controller is
switched off the copper coil can be used as the skin base
temperature sensor. Depending on the electronic circuit the

of the

transistor heater can work either in constant power, at
constant temperature or in pulse decay mode.
Simultaneous skin blood flow measurements with TC

probe and LDF instrument Periflux PFld @erimed,
Sweden) were performed. The value of the controlled
temperature of both devices was set on 34'C. The LDF
time constant 1.5 s and bandwidth 12 kllz were chosen.
The TC probe worked in constant power mode.
The measurements were carried out on 4 volunteers
repeatedly on three successive days. The TC sensor was
placed on the palmar side of the 3rd finger's distal phalanx
and the LDF sensor on the palmar side of the 4th finger's

distal phalanx. Simultaneous recordings during 15
minutes were performed at rest and during deep
respiration. Zero blood flow ("physiological zero") was
estimated by arteriat occlusion.
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RESULTS

DISCUSSION

The comparative study indicated a good agreement
between results obtained by LDF and TC probe in
frequenry band f<0.2 Hz. The correlation coefficient was
0.91. An example of original recording of finger skin blood
flowby TC and LDF devices is shown in Figure 2.
In case of faster changes in blood flow the thermal
clearance probe lagged behind and a phase shift appeared.
The LDF device with optical fibre was much more

The thermal probe reached the next level more quickly
than LDF device. We assume it to be related to changes in
blood optical spectrum as the laser Doppler flowmetry is

sensitive to patient movements than the thermal probe.

systematic difference between recordings of two
compared devices which appeared at the beginning of deep
inspiration disappeared in 30-50 s.
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influenced by them while the thermal method is insensitive
to such changes.
CONCLUSION

The new design of the TC probe permits comparative
measurements with LDF at unffied and controlled local
skin temperatures.
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Figure

2. Oriqiflål

recording ofthe finger skin blmd flow obtained in a healthy person by the thermal clearance

(fC)

probe and laser Doppler florvneter (LDF).
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